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Welcome to the world of CLOSETMAID®.
Thank you for your enquiry; your first step towards joining the millions of highly satisfied
world-wide users of CLOSETMAID® products.
CLOSETMAID® is the world class manufacturer of innovative, affordable, vinyl-coated steel wire
shelving systems and accessories. Originally developed in the USA, CLOSETMAID® products
are now available in the UK so that you can obtain the same quality, practicality, durability and
strength that millions of Americans have come to rely on with CLOSETMAID®.

AN INTRODUCTION
►Product overview
►How the system works
WARDROBE
►Organiser kits
►Create your own
►SHELF & ROD shelving
►SUPERSLIDE® shelving
►Kid’s / adjustable SHELFTRACK®
►Walk - In
►Accessories

CLOSETMAID® are famous for wardrobe hanging & shelving systems but the products can also
be used for a variety of different applications; see opposite.
The concept is simple; measure your space and choose between standard ‘organiser kits’ or
lengths of shelving and hardware to ‘create your own’ storage solution. CLOSETMAID® products
are simple to install on a DIY basis using either ‘standard’ or ‘adjustable’ fixing methods; just cut
the shelving to size, follow the quick & easy fixing instructions and the result is a tailor made,
cost-effective installation to suit your individual application. Installation can be arranged for those
that prefer not to DIY.
This brochure will give you some ideas for designing an installation that suits your needs and
makes the best use of your available space. Our website has further design ideas along with a
useful on-line design service if you have access to the internet.
If there is anything with which you would like us to help, please just call, e-mail or fax us; contact
details on back cover. Whatever enquiries you may have - design, practicalities, what to order for
your planned project, total cost or installation services - we shall be pleased to deal with them;
and will do so promptly.

EVERY ROOM
►Drawer systems
►Pre-pack shelving
►Wall / door racks

Tom Mercer
Tom Mercer
Customer Services Manager
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◄ Pages 8 - 9
◄ Pages 10 - 11
◄ Pages 12 - 13
◄ Pages 14 - 15
◄ Pages 16 - 17
◄ Pages 18 - 19
◄ Pages 20 - 21

◄ Pages 22 - 23

LAUNDRY

We look forward to being of service to you; and to welcoming you to the ever expanding
world-wide community of contented and loyal users of CLOSETMAID® storage products.
Yours sincerely
On behalf of Organise My Home,

◄ Pages 4 - 5
◄ Pages 6 - 7

►Laundry room
►Utility room
►Airing cupboard
►LINEN shelving

◄ Pages 24 - 25

►Pantry / Larder
►CLOSEMESH shelving

◄ Pages 26 - 27

KITCHEN

CONTACT US
►Contact details

◄ Page 28
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PRODUCT
OVERVIEW
To make life easier we have divided this
brochure into four sections - WARDROBE,
EVERY ROOM, LAUNDRY & KITCHEN - so that
you can move on to the section that best deals
with your planned project .
The CLOSETMAID® concept is simple. Just
measure your space, design a layout♦ to suit your
needs, and choose the style of wire shelving &
hardware best suited to your application.
General information to help you make your
selection is provided on pages 6 & 7. If you need
help to design a layout please turn to pages
10 & 11.
CLOSETMAID® products are simple to install
on a DIY basis using either ‘standard’ or
‘adjustable’ fixing methods. Just cut the shelving
to size, follow the quick & easy fixing instructions
and the result is a tailor made, cost-effective
installation to suit your individual application.

WARDROBE

SHELF & ROD wardrobe with centre
shelf stack & shoe shelf

♦

LAUNDRY

EVERY ROOM

KITCHEN

If your project is a wardrobe, please
review our available range of ‘off the shelf’
organiser kits on pages 8 & 9. Basic fixing
instructions are detailed on page 7 or you
can download & review full configuration &
instruction details at our website before
you buy. From the home page click on
‘Organiser Kit Instruction Sheets’ from the
menu, choose the product code number
that you are interested in and the
requested information will be displayed in
PDF format.
1608 Organiser kit 1.52m / 5’ to 2.44m / 8’ wide
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HOW THE SYSTEM
WORKS

Create more space in less time !
Four styles of shelving, two fixing methods.

All styles of shelving can be easily cut to length using a hacksaw or bolt cutters and installed using either
our ‘standard’ or ‘adjustable’ fixing methods.

CLOSETMAID® offer four different styles of wire shelving:-

►

►

SUPERSLIDE®

LINEN

CLOSEMESH

►
For all wardrobe applications or
anywhere a combination of
hanging space and shelving is
required.
For all wardrobe applications or
anywhere a combination of
hanging space and shelving is
required. The continuous sliding
action is ideal for walk-in
wardrobes - hangers can even
slide around corners!

For all ‘shelf only’ applications
i.e. airing cupboard / linen
cupboard / utility room / laundry
room.

►Select your shelf style and use wall clips to attach the rear edge of
the shelf to the back wall

►Wall brackets attach shelving to side walls. The type of bracket

Integral hanger bar

required depends on the style of shelving to be installed

►Shelf support brackets are required every 91.5cm (3’) to provide

additional support. They are also used for ‘open-end’ installations
i.e. those not ending at a wall (see illustration on page 11)

►Shelf support poles are used to install a stack of three or more

Hanger bar added
where required

shelves OR to support the end of shelves not attached to a side
wall as an alternative to shelf support brackets

►Add hanger bar where required - SHELF & ROD has an integral hanger bar
SUPERSLIDE® hanger bar has to be attached separately

►

Adjustable / SHELFTRACK™ - fast, easy adjustability
CLOSEMESH, LINEN* or SUPERSLIDE® shelving can be used with the SHELFTRACK™ system.

For all ‘shelf only’ applications
where ‘small items’ need to be
stored i.e. pantry / larder.
CLOSEMESH has twice the
number of deck wires compared
to our other styles.

Each style is vinyl coated in white and available in lengths of:►All styles - 1.22m (4’), 1.83m (6’), 2.44m (8’) or 3.66m (12’)
and a variety of depths as follows:►SHELF & ROD - 25.4cm (10”), 30.5cm (12”), 40.6cm (16”)

►SUPERSLIDE® - 30.5cm (12”), 40.6cm (16”)
►LINEN - 22.9cm (9”), 30.5cm (12”), 40.6cm (16”), 50.8cm (20”)
►CLOSEMESH - 30.5cm (12”), 40.6cm (16”), 50.8cm (20”)
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Standard - for permanent installation of all shelving styles
Five easy steps to install:-

SuperSlide

►

SHELF & ROD

Shelf & Rod,
Linen &
CloseMesh

►

Five easy steps to install:-

►Level and fix the horizontal ‘hang track’ at the top of the wall
►Hang vertical ‘standards’ on the hang track no more 10cm / 4” from the end
of the shelf and no more than 61cm / 24” apart

►Slot shelf ‘brackets’ into the ‘standards’
►Add shelving of your choice (not SHELF & ROD)
►Add hanger bar where required
(SUPERSLIDE® only)
*not 22.9cm (9”) depth
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WARDROBE
The quickest & easiest
wardrobe is to choose one or
Just measure the width of your space &
Each kit can be cut down to fit your exact space

▲1605 Up to 1.52m / 5’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:1.98m / 6.5’ of hanging space
3.35m / 11’ of storage shelf

▲1628 1.52m / 5’ to 2.44m / 8’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:3.20m / 10.5’ of hanging space
4.11m / 13.5’ of storage shelf space
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▲1608 1.52m / 5’ to 2.44m / 8’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:2.74m / 9’ of hanging space
5.79m / 19’ of storage shelf space
0.91m / 3’ of shoe storage space

▲1640 Up to 1.52m / 5’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:2.13m / 7’ of hanging space
2.13m / 7’ of storage shelf space

▲1610 2.44m / 8’ to 3.05m / 10’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:3.66m / 12’ of hanging space
7.32m / 24’ of storage shelf space
1.22m / 4’ of shoe storage space

▲2105 Up to 1.52m / 5’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:2.44m / 8’ of hanging space
2.44m / 8’ of storage shelf space

Organiser kits

way to organise your
more of our DIY organiser kits.
select a layout from the range below.
& comes complete with everything you need.

▲2108 1.52m / 5’ to 2.44m / 8’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:2.74m / 9’ of hanging space
4.57m / 15’ of storage shelf space

▲2890 Up to 2.44m / 8’ wide
SUPERSLIDE & S/TRACK creates up to:3.35m / 11’ of adjustable hanging space
6.10m / 20’ of adjustable shelf space

▲2110 2.44m / 8’ to 3.05m / 10’ wide
SHELF & ROD creates up to:3.66m / 12’ of hanging space
5.49m / 18’ of storage shelf space

▲5636 1.52m / 5’ to 2.44m / 8’ wide
SUPERSLIDE creates up to:2.74m / 9’ of hanging space
4.57m / 15’ of storage shelf space

▲2889
Up to 1.22m / 4’ wide
SUPERSLIDE & S/TRACK creates up to:2.44m / 8’ of adjustable hanging space
2.44m / 8’ of adjustable shelf space

▲5664 1.52m / 5’ to 2.44m / 8’ wide
SUPERSLIDE creates up to:3.96m / 13’ of hanging space
3.96m / 13’ of storage shelf space
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WARDROBE

Create your own

Bring a breath of fresh air to your wardrobe with
ventilated wire shelving products & allow your clothes to 'breathe'.
Wire shelving is vinyl coated, maintenance free & less expensive than traditional wood products.
In addition to being easy to install, CLOSETMAID® shelving and accessories give you the
flexibility to create your own custom storage solutions for just about any space.
To get started with a layout please see the following 7 step guide.
Step 1 - Measure your space - measure your space from side to side (width), floor to ceiling
(height), and front to back (depth). Note the position of any possible obstacles e.g. sockets,
switches, pipes, doors, windows etc. that may affect the installation.
Step 2 - Design your layout - think about how much space you will need for:-

►

Long garments (long hanging)

►

Shoe storage

►

Short garments (double hanging or two tier)

►

Small items requiring drawer space

►

Stacking items (sweaters, t-shirts etc.)

►

Shelf space for other items

At our website http://www.organisemyhome.com you can view design ideas / layouts in the
’ClosetMaid Gallery’ or use the ‘Get a Custom Design’ facility to create your own design using the
Visual Storage Planner on-line software or request a free design using our in house Design
Service.
For wardrobe applications you will likely need more ‘double hanging / two tier’ than ‘long hanging’
so please review the layout & spacing guide below and note the vertical position of hanging levels
whilst considering how they will fit into your available space.

Step 3 - Configuration CLOSETMAID® shelving
can be configured in
three ways as illustrated
to the right. Consider
which configuration will
be required for each of
the shelves in your
chosen layout.

Wall to Wall

Wall to Open

Open to Open

Shoe shelves can easily be
created using LINEN shelving
turned upside down, fixed to the
wall using wall clips and then
supported at an angle to the wall
by two or more shoe shelf
supports. Either the 30.5cm (12”)
or the 40.6cm (16”)
depth of shelf can be
used but the latter is
rec ommended
fo r
shoes larger than size
10.

Step 4 - Choose your shelf style - choose one of the
shelving best suited to your application - see the guide on
found later in this brochure to help you choose the depth
your project.
The differences between the two
SHELF & ROD & SUPERSLIDE® - are shown below:-

four styles of CLOSETMAID® wire
page 6. Details of each style can be
and lengths of shelving required for
‘wardrobe’ shelving products -

1 Double hanging or two tier
2.13m
84”
1.78m
70”

1.07m
42”

35.5cm
14”
Between
stack
shelves

Install two levels of shelving to hang smaller
items such as blouses and shirts. One shelf
should be fixed at 2.13m (84”) & the other at
1.07m (42”) above the floor .

2 Long hanging
Install a single level to hang long items such
as dresses or long coats. Fix shelf at 1.78m
(70”) min. above the floor.

3 Shelf stack
Create additional shelving for items that don’t
hang & boxes etc. Space shelves at least
35.5cm (14”) apart.

All styles of CLOSETMAID® shelving require the back wall to be perpendicular. Fixing to angled
back walls is not recommended. However, fixing to angled side walls maybe possible - please ask
about the special hardware required when ordering.
Check that any door(s) will open/close once your shelving is installed and ensure that there is
sufficient depth to accommodate any hanging garments. The recommended wardrobe enclosure
depth is 56 - 60cm (22 - 24”) but 51cm (20”) is workable using a 25.4cm (10”) hang position.
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Without hanger bar

▲SHELF & ROD
has an integral hanger bar

With hanger bar

▲SUPERSLIDE® has a hanger bar system that
simply snaps into place to create sections of
hanging space only where you want them.

Step 5 - Select hardware required - decide which items of hardware you will need to fix your
layout and calculate quantities. Hardware guides are provided within the pages applicable to
your chosen shelf style. You can choose between the standard fixing method and the
adjustable *SHELFTRACK™ fixing method.
* not suitable for SHELF & ROD
Step 6 - Buy - CLOSETMAID® products are supplied directly to your home. Simply complete
the enclosed order form, send it off and sit back! Your order will normally be delivered within
ten working days – and we will even agree a convenient delivery date with you so you don’t
waste any time!
Step 7 - Install - CLOSETMAID® wardrobe systems are easily installed yourself and come
complete with a comprehensive installation guide. But if DIY is not your style just ask about our
installation service.
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WARDROBE
SHELF & ROD

SHELF & ROD for all wardrobe applications.
Installs quickly and easily using the standard fix method.
SHELF & ROD 25.4cm (10”) deep
73164 - 1.22m (4’) length
73166 - 1.83m (6’) length
73168 - 2.44m (8’) length
731612 - 3.66m (12’) length
Hang bar 25.4cm (10”) from back wall

Standard fixing method
Wall clip - 991

Use to fix the rear edge of the shelf to the
wall. Position a clip 5cm (2”) from each end
of shelf, then additional clips evenly spaced
no more than 30.5cm (12”) apart

SHELF & ROD 30.5cm (12”) deep
73004 - 1.22m (4’) length
73006 - 1.83m (6’) length
73008 - 2.44m (8’) length
730012 - 3.66m (12’) length
Hang bar 30.5cm (12”) from back wall

Wall bracket - 974
Use to attach the shelf to a side wall

Shelf support bracket
1162 - 25.4cm (10”) Use with 7316 & 7304
1164 - 30.5cm (12”) Use with 7300 & 7305
Use to support the shelf every 91.5cm (3’)
along its length & at the end of any shelf not
attached to a side wall (‘open end’). Hang
bar position determines size of bracket req’d

Plastic end cap - 203

SHELF & ROD 40.6cm (16”) deep
73044 - 1.22m (4’) length
73046 - 1.83m (6’) length
73048 - 2.44m (8’) length
730412 - 3.66m (12’) length
Hang bar 25.4cm (10”) from back wall

Shelf support pole - 1009

SHELF & ROD 40.6cm (16”) deep
73054 - 1.22m (4’) length
73056 - 1.83m (6’) length
73058 - 2.44m (8’) length
730512 - 3.66m (12’) length
Hang bar 30.5cm (12”) from back wall

Use to cap wires on both ends of each shelf.
8 per 25.4cm (10”) / 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
10 per 40.6cm(16”) deep shelf
Open end cap - 168
Use in place of 2 plastic end caps wherever
you have an ‘open end’

Use to install a stack of 3 or more shelves
OR to support the end of shelves not
attached to a side wall as an alternative to
shelf support brackets. Pole is 2.16m (85”)
long and supplied with hardware for six shelf
positions

Joiner plate - 1003
Use to join two lengths of shelf together

Shoe shelf support - 923
Position a support 5cm (2”) from each end
of shelf, then additional supports evenly
spaced no more than 91.5cm (36”) apart.

SHELF & ROD layout with centre shelf stack & shoe shelf
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SHELF & ROD layout with
drawer systems
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WARDROBE
SUPERSLIDE

SUPERSLIDE® for all wardrobe applications.
Installs using standard or SHELFTRACK™ hardware.

Standard fixing method
Wall clip - 991

Use to fix the rear edge of the shelf to
the wall. Position a clip 5cm (2”) from
each end of shelf, then additional clips
evenly spaced no more than 30.5cm
(12”) apart.

Wall bracket - 974

Use to attach the 40.6cm/16” deep shelf
to a side wall. Also used to attach the
30.5cm/12” shelving with no hanger bar

Standard fixing method
SUPERSLIDE® hanger bar

SUPERSLIDE 30.5cm (12”) deep

SUPERSLIDE 40.6cm (16”) deep

47194
- 1.22m (4’) length
47196
- 1.83m (6’) length
47198
- 2.44m (8’) length
471912 - 3.66m (12’) length
Hang bar position is 30.5cm (12”) from
back wall when hanger bar is used.

56704
- 1.22m (4’) length
56706
- 1.83m (6’) length
56708
- 2.44m (8’) length
567012 - 3.66m (12’) length
Hang bar position is 25.4cm (10”) or
30.5cm (12”) from back wall when
hanger bar is used. Shelf will
accommodate either position.

2056 - 91.5cm (3’)
2057 - 1.22m (4’)
2058 - 1.83m (6’)
2059 - 2.44m (8’)
2012 - 3.66m (12’)

SUPERSLIDE® h/bar support - 5647
Use to attach hanger bar to shelf.
Use 1 every 91.5cm (3’) and at ends of shelves
not attached to side walls (open ends).

SUPERSLIDE® wall bracket - 980
Use to attach a 30.5cm/12” deep
SUPERSLIDE® shelf to a side wall
when a SUPERSLIDE® hanger bar is
being used.

Shelf support bracket
1164 - 30.5cm (12”)
1166 - 40.6cm (16”)*
Use to support the shelf every 91.5cm
(3’) along its length & at the end of any
shelf not attached to a side wall (open end)
* use 1164 with 40.6cm (16”) deep shelf
when using hanger bar to allow hangers
to pass without interruption.

SUPERSLIDE® h/bar end cap set - 5638
Set of 4 - 2 internal & 2 external caps.

SUPERSLIDE® h/bar connector - 2085
Use to join two lengths of hanger bar
together.
SUPERSLIDE® h/ bar wall bracket - 6810
Use to attach SUPERSLIDE® hanger bar to side
wall when using 40.6cm/16” deep shelving

Shelf support pole - 1009

Use to install a stack of 3 or more
shelves OR to support the end of
shelves not attached to a side wall as
an alternative to shelf support brackets.
Pole is 2.16m (85”) long and supplied
with hardware for six shelf positions.

Plastic end cap - 203

Use to cap wires on both ends of each
shelf.
8 per 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
12 per 40.6cm(16”) deep shelf.
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Joiner plate - 1003
Use to join two lengths of shelf together.

Shoe shelf support - 923
Position a support 5cm (2”) from each end of
shelf, then additional supports evenly spaced no
more than 91.5cm (36”) apart.

SUPERSLIDE® wardrobe with central stack & shoe shelves
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WARDROBE
Adjustable

SHELFTRACK™ the adjustable, strong storage system.
Ideal for kid’s wardrobes. Takes care of ‘growing’ needs!

Adjustable SHELFTRACK™ fixing method
Hang Track
2826 - 1.02m (40”)
2836 - 2.03m (80”)
Horizontal track fixed at top of wall

Fixing kit for Hang Track

With the unique SHELFTRACK™ system,
fewer drill holes are required for fixing, less
hardware is needed and it can be installed
in minutes. It’s also adaptable to meet your
changing needs without drilling additional
holes. Ideal for all applications, especially
where adjustable shelf / hanging levels are
required. You can go from a child’s
wardrobe to a teen’s wardrobe in just
minutes! The SHELFTRACK™ fixing
system can be used with SUPERSLIDE®,
LINEN & CLOSEMESH shelving styles but
not SHELF & ROD.

▼ Hang Track

2876 - For solid walls
2877 - For drywall / plasterboard
(min. 12.5mm)

Wall Standard
2800 - 30.5cm (12”)
2801 - 76.2.cm (30”)
2804 - 1.22m (48”)
2808 - 1.52m (60”)
2812 - 2.13m (84”)
Vertical standard ‘hangs’ from Hang Track

Plastic end cap - 203

Wall standard ►

◄ Shelf bracket

Use to cap wires on both ends of each shelf.
8 per 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
10 per 40.6cm (16”) / 50.8cm (20”) deep shelf

Shelf Bracket
2853 - 30.5cm (12”)
2854 - 40.6cm (16”)
2855 - 50.8cm (20”)
Shelf attaches to bracket and ‘slots’ into wall
standard
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▼Shelf
SUPERSLIDE® shelving fixed with SHELFTRACK™. Three hanging heights for kids’ garments
and a 7 runner drawer system
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WARDROBE
Walk – in

SUPERSLIDE® is the recommended style for
walk - in wardrobes & dressing rooms ……..CLOSETMAID has the solution.
For a truly customised walk - in
wardrobe choose CLOSETMAID’s®
unique SUPERSLIDE® shelf style.
SUPERSLIDE® offers continuous
sliding action and hangers can even
slide around corners with the corner
hanger bar!
To design a walk - in wardrobe layout
follow the ‘create your own’ guide on
pages 10 & 11 and the
SUPERSLIDE® s helving and
hardware guide on pages 14 & 15.
You will need additional
SUPERSLIDE® hardware to deal
with corners - see below.

Double stacked drawer systems

Two tier hanging, shoe shelves & drawer system.

A quick & easy ’off the shelf’
alternative is to combine a number of
organiser kits - see pages 8 & 9.

Standard fixing method
Corner hanger bar - 5649
Use to join two hanger bars at
a corner.

Corner support - 120

Use to support the front edge
of two shelves butted together
in a corner to create an ‘L’
shape or ‘U’ shape layout

▲ SUPERSLIDE® walk - in wardrobe with shoe shelves, drawer system and central shelf stack.
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WARDROBE
Accessories

Useful accessories to complete your project.
Request a consumer product guide for details of the full range of
accessories for wardrobe, laundry, utility, kitchen, bathroom and garage.

Shoe storage / Tie & belt racks

▲ 8111 - Stack & expand shoe rack
Expands from 63.5cm (25”) - 114.3cm (45”)
Buy 2 or more to create a shoe rack tower.

▲ 8037 - Expandable shoe rack 2 tier
Expands from 63.5cm (25”) - 114.3cm (45”)

▲ 6222 - Hanging basket 43.2cm (17”) wide
▲ 1219 - Over the door hanger bar

Mounts onto all CLOSETMAID® shelving

Use over the door or screw to the wall.
To suit 38mm (1.5”) thick door.

▲ 1039 - 9 pair shoe rack
▲ 1048 - Hanging shelf 61cm (24”) wide

▲ 8051 - Tie & belt rack
Mounts onto door or wall. 27 hooks.

Mounts onto all CLOSETMAID® shelving

▲ 1099 - Freestanding garment rack
157.5cm (62”) high, 96.5cm (38”) wide, 45.7cm (18”) deep
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▲ 3301 - Valet Rod
Mounts onto all CLOSETMAID® shelving
Except CloseMesh

▲ 8060 - Sliding tie & belt rack
Mounts onto all CLOSETMAID® shelving - 24 Hooks

▲ 1008 - Versatile tie & belt rack
Mounts onto all CLOSETMAID® shelving - 10 Hooks
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EVERY ROOM
Storage solutions
Drawer systems, pre-pack
Drawer systems provide an excellent
Frame sets are available in 3 heights and 2

Drawer systems - maximise every room with ease.

Step 1 – choose the height of your frame set.

5

m
3c

1
/2

”d

p
ee

43cm
17”
high

▲40004 4 runner frame set.

cm
53

1”
/2

e
de

p

76cm
30”
high

5

m
3c

ep
de
1”
/2

103cm
40.5”
high

▲40010 10 runner frame set.

▲40007 7 runner frame set.

for every room.
shelving and wall/door racks.
way to create your own storage solutions.
widths. Drawers are available in 3 depths.

Step 2 – choose the width of your frame set.

You can add drawer systems to your wardrobe layout or use in the
airing cupboard, utility room, for toy storage in the kid’s room or even in
the kitchen larder. Add a set of locking casters for positional flexibility
or a moulded plastic top to create extra storage on top of your system.
When choosing your drawer configuration please remember that:► one single depth drawer occupies one runner
► one double depth drawer occupies two runners
► one triple depth drawer occupies three runners.
Frame sets can be stacked* on top of each other using a unique
interlocking design to create taller systems.
*Recommended maximum of 2.
Just follow the 4 easy steps shown on the left and you’re ready to buy!
10 runner frame set with 5 double drawers

Pre-pack shelving – complete with all installation hardware.

◄ 61300 33cm / 13” wide Crossbrace set
◄ 61700 43cm / 17” wide Crossbrace set
◄1021
◄1031
◄1041
◄1061

Step 3 – choose the quantity of each drawer size you require.

8.3cm
3.25”
deep

Single depth
▲51301 33cm / 13” wide
6208 43cm / 17” wide

Double depth

17.8cm
7”
deep

▲51302 33cm / 13” wide
6209 43cm / 17” wide

Triple depth

28cm
11”
deep

▲ 51303 33cm / 13” wide
6210 43cm / 17” wide

30.5cm 12” deep

Wall / door racks - feature CLOSEMESH wire for small items.

Step 4 – select any accessories you require.
◄ 6219 33cm / 13” wide
Moulded plastic top.
◄ 6225 43cm / 17” wide Place on top of frame set

◄ 6215 Set of four floor protector caps.

◄ 6218 Set of four locking casters for frame set.
Increases overall height of frame set by 11cm (4.5”)
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61cm / 2’ wide shelf
91.5cm / 3’ wide shelf
122cm / 4’ wide shelf
183cm / 6’ wide shelf

40.6cm 16” deep

8022 shown

6408 Plastic 43cm/17” wide ►Single depth

◄ 6213 Set of four drawer stops.
2 required per drawer.

◄1075
◄1077
◄1079
◄1081

61cm / 2’ wide shelf
91.5cm / 3’ wide shelf
122cm / 4’ wide shelf
183cm / 6’ wide shelf

12.7cm / 5” deep

◄8002 2 tier 26.7cm / 10.5” high
31.8cm / 12.5” wide
◄8022 3 tier 47cm / 18.5” high
47.6cm / 18.75” wide
◄8024 3 tier 47cm / 18.5” high
31.8cm / 12.5” wide
◄8033 4 tier 65.4cm/ 25.75” high
47.6cm / 18.75” wide
◄8042 8 tier 183cm / 72” high
31.8cm / 12.5” wide
◄8044 8 tier 183cm / 72” high
47.6cm / 18.75” wide

1222

◄1222 Over the door 3 tier
81.9cm / 32.25” high
47cm / 18.5” wide

17.1cm / 6.75” deep
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LAUNDRY
Storage solutions for the laundry / utility room.
LINEN shelving and drawer systems are an effective way to
organise just about anything you have in your laundry / utility. CLOSETMAID has the solution.
7 easy steps to create your LINEN installation:1 Measure your space - side to side (width), floor to ceiling (height) & front to back (depth).
2 Choose your shelf depth - 22.9cm (9”)*, 30.5cm (12”), 40.6cm (16”), 50.8cm (20”).
3 Choose fixing method - ‘standard’ or ‘adjustable* SHELFTRACK™’ - see page 7.
4 Design your layout - design your own layout - see pages 10 & 11.
5 Select components - calculate the quantity of shelves and fixing hardware required for your layout.
6 Buy - CLOSETMAID® products are supplied directly to your home. Simply complete the enclosed order
form and then fax or mail it to us and sit back! Your order will normally be delivered within ten working days
– and we will even agree a convenient delivery date with you so you don’t waste any time!
7 Install - Each CLOSETMAID® system comes with a comprehensive guide to easy installation. But if DIY is
not your style just ask about our installation service.
* 22.9cm (9”) deep shelving - standard fixing only.
Standard fixing method
Wall clip - 991

Use to fix the rear edge of the shelf to the
wall. Position a clip 5cm (2”) from each end
of shelf, then additional clips evenly spaced
no more than 30.5cm (12”) apart

30.5cm (12”)

50.8cm (20”)

LINEN 22.9cm (9”) deep
73104
- 1.22m (4’) length
73106
- 1.83m (6’) length
73108
- 2.44m (8’) length
731012 - 3.66m (12’) length

LINEN 40.6cm (16”) deep
73204
- 1.22m (4’) length
73206
- 1.83m (6’) length
73208
- 2.44m (8’) length
732012 - 3.66m (12’) length

LINEN 30.5cm (12”) deep
73154
- 1.22m (4’) length
73156
- 1.83m (6’) length
73158
- 2.44m (8’) length
731512 - 3.66m (12’) length

LINEN 50.8cm (20”) deep
73254
- 1.22m (4’) length
73256
- 1.83m (6’) length
73258
- 2.44m (8’) length
732512 - 3.66m (12’) length

Wall bracket - 974

Use to attach any shelf to a side wall

Shelf support bracket
1162 - 22.9cm (9”)
1166 - 40.6cm (16”)

1164 - 30.5cm (12”)
1180 - 50.8cm (20”)

2826 - 1.02m (40”)
2836 - 2.03m (80”)
Horizontal track fixed at top of wall

Fixing kit for Hang Track

Use to support the shelf every 91.5cm (3’)
along its length & at the end of any shelf not
attached to a side wall (open end)

2876 - For solid walls
2877 - For drywall / plasterboard (min. 12.5mm)

Plastic end cap - 203

2800 - 30.5cm (12”)
2801 - 76.2.cm (30”)
2804 - 1.22m (48”)
2808 - 1.52m (60”)
2812 - 2.13m (84”)
Vertical standard ‘hangs’ from Hang Track

Use to cap wires on both ends of each shelf.
8 per 22.9cm (9”) / 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
10 per 40.6cm(16”) / 50.8cm(20”) deep shelf

Shelf support pole - 1009

Use to install a stack of 3 or more shelves
OR to support the end of shelves not
attached to a side wall as an alternative to
shelf support brackets. Pole is 2.16m (85”)
long and supplied with hardware for six shelf
positions

Corner support - 120

Use to support the front edge of two shelves
butted together in a corner to create an ‘L’
shape or ‘U’ shape layout
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Adjustable SHELFTRACK™ fixing method
Hang Track

Wall Standard

Plastic end cap - 203
Use to cap wires on both ends of each shelf.
8 per 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
10 per 40.6cm (16”) / 50.8cm (20”) deep shelf

Shelf Bracket
2853 - 30.5cm (12”)
2854 - 40.6cm (16”)
2855 - 50.8cm (20”)
Shelf attaches to bracket and ‘slots’ into wall
standard

▲ LINEN shelving installed using
’standard’ fixing method.

LINEN (upper level) & SHELF & ROD
(lower level) shelving used together to
create a hanging & shelving solution
in the laundry/ utility.
Shown using ‘standard’ fixing method
wall to wall.
EVERY ROOM drawer systems can
be added to a layout if required.

►
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KITCHEN
Storage solutions for the kitchen.
CLOSEMESH shelving and drawer systems are an effective way to
organise just about anything you have in your pantry / larder..CLOSETMAID has the solution.
7 easy steps to create your CLOSEMESH installation:-

CLOSEMESH 30.5cm (12”) deep
74024
- 1.22m (4’) length
74026
- 1.83m (6’) length
74028
- 2.44m (8’) length
740212
- 3.66m (12’) length

1 Measure your space - side to side (width), floor to ceiling (height) & front to back (depth).
2 Choose your shelf depth - 30.5cm (12”), 40.6cm (16”), 50.8cm (20”).
3 Choose fixing method - ‘standard’ or ‘adjustable SHELFTRACK™’ - see page 7.
4 Design your layout - design your own layout - see pages 10 & 11.
5 Select components - calculate the quantity of shelves and fixing hardware required for your layout.
6 Buy - CLOSETMAID® products are supplied directly to your home. Simply complete the enclosed order
form and then fax or mail it to us and sit back! Your order will normally be delivered within ten working days
– and we will even agree a convenient delivery date with you so you don’t waste any time!
7 Install - Each CLOSETMAID® system comes with a comprehensive guide to easy installation. But if DIY is
not your style just ask about our installation service.

CLOSEMESH 40.6cm (16”) deep
73184
- 1.22m (4’) length
73186
- 1.83m (6’) length
73188
- 2.44m (8’) length
731812
- 3.66m (12’) length

Standard fixing method
Wall clip - 991

CLOSEMESH 50.8cm (20”) deep
74034
- 1.22m (4’) length
74036
- 1.83m (6’) length
74038
- 2.44m (8’) length
740312
- 3.66m (12’) length

Use to fix the rear edge of the shelf to the
wall. Position a clip 5cm (2”) from each end
of shelf, then additional clips evenly spaced
no more than 30.5cm (12”) apart.

Wall bracket - 974

Use to attach any shelf to a side wall.

Shelf support bracket
1164 - 30.5cm (12”)
1166 - 40.6cm (16”)
1180 - 50.8cm (20”)
Use to support the shelf every 91.5cm (3’)
along its length & at the end of any shelf not
attached to a side wall (open end)

Plastic end cap - 203

Use to cap wires on both ends of each shelf.
8 per 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
10 per 40.6cm(16”) / 50.8cm(20”) deep shelf

Shelf support pole - 1009

Use to install a stack of 3 or more shelves
OR to support the end of shelves not
attached to a side wall as an alternative to
shelf support brackets. Pole is 2.16m (85”)
long and supplied with hardware for six shelf
positions.

Corner support - 120

Use to support the front edge of two shelves
butted together in a corner to create an ‘L’
shape or ‘U’ shape layout
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Adjustable SHELFTRACK™ fixing method
Hang Track
2826 - 1.02m (40”)
2836 - 2.03m (80”)
Horizontal track fixed at top of wall

Fixing kit for Hang Track
2876 - For solid walls
2877 - For drywall / plasterboard (min. 12.5mm)

Wall Standard

▲ CLOSEMESH shelving installed
using ‘adjustable SHELFTRACK™’
fixing method.

2800 - 30.5cm (12”)
2801 - 76.2.cm (30”)
2804 - 1.22m (48”)
2808 - 1.52m (60”)
2812 - 2.13m (84”)
Vertical standard ‘hangs’ from Hang Track

Plastic end cap - 203
Use to cap wires on both ends of each shelf.
8 per 30.5cm (12”) deep shelf
10 per 40.6cm (16”) / 50.8cm (20”) deep shelf

Shelf Bracket
2853 - 30.5cm (12”)
2854 - 40.6cm (16”)
2855 - 50.8cm (20”)
Shelf attaches to bracket and ‘slots’ into wall
standard

CLOSEMESH shelving installed ►
using ‘standard’ fixing method
wall to wall.
EVERY ROOM drawer systems
can be added to a layout for
vegetable storage etc.
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®

is an authorised retailer for CLOSETMAID® products in the UK.
CLOSETMAID® is a registered trademark of the CLOSETMAID Corporation®.

Come and visit our showroom
at
Unit 6 Archers Park, Branbridges Road, East Peckham, Tonbridge,
Kent , TN12 5HP
(see website for directions & map)
Visits can be arranged Monday to Saturday by appointment only
Call 01622 872006 to arrange an appointment now

UK Contact
Telephone: 01622 872006
Facsimile: 01622 872744

Web: http://www.organisemyhome.com
E-mail: sales@organisemyhome.com

Mail: Unit 6 Archers Park, Branbridges Road, East Peckham, Tonbridge, TN12 5HP,
England.

E&OE.
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